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1.  Introduction

A basic drawback that always arises during a nice 
type of fields like data processing, data revelation and 
example order is understood because the agglomeration 
drawback1. The significance of Web mining is expanding 
faster within the most recent decade and as of late 
once there’s terribly robust powerful rivalry within the 
markets wherever the standard of knowledge and on 
time net information plays an awfully necessary role in 
deciding. This has attracted plenty of attention in varied 
organizations and data business. There’s vast quantity of 
real Internet knowledge offered within the world and it’s 
quite tough to access the helpful details from this vast 
information and supply the knowledge to users among 
the limit and in needed pattern. Web data processing is 
that the solely methodology of excavation the Web logs 
and finding the reasonable patterns. While not Web 
mining, it’s not possible to look at such giant databases 
and to supply valuable information. However, mining the 
user logs is helpful to produce security.

Clustering could be a natural approach to cluster 
similar objects supported some similar properties, that is 
named similarity measures. The weather among a cluster 
are comparatively additional almost like one another 
as a result of they need similar properties or attributes. 
Clustering is one in every of the foremost outstanding 
data processing techniques that are used for varied 
applications like pattern discovery; knowledge analysis; 
prediction; visualization and personalization. The 
methods are often performed during a superintended, 
semi-superintended or unattended form2. Completely 
dissimilar procedures have thought of within the past 
that have taken into consideration the character of the 
information and therefore the input arguments so as 
to cluster the information. The most recent algorithms 
consider the quantity of clusters (K) as associate degree 
input that is fastened. If the fastened variety of cluster is 
extremely tiny then there’s an opportunity that dissimilar 
objects are placed on that cluster and guess the quantity 
of fastened cluster is giant then the additional similar 
objects are placed into completely different teams.
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In this research article, a replacement temporal 
clustering algorithmic rule known as enhanced K-means 
clustering algorithmic rule has been projected for 
effective and dynamic grouping of Web users. This 
projected algorithmic rule uses temporal information 
additionally as hill cipher to reinforce the security. The 
rest of the article is formed as follows. Section 2 focuses 
on the literature survey within the connected field. 
Section 3 highlights the projected methodology. Section 
4 confronts the discourse. Finally, Section 5 concludes the 
paper with future work.

2.  Literature Work

Clustering is a vital errand of information mining. 
Numerous methods have been utilized for grouping. Past 
works around there are condensed in this area. K-means 
bunch estimation was proposed by J. B. MacQueen 
in 1967, which is used to deal with the issue of data 
gathering, the figuring is by and large essential that it 
had wide effect in the exploratory field research and 
mechanical applications3,4. Wang et al.5 received a novel 
system to separate the clients’ enthusiasm, including 
Long Term Interests and Short Term Interests. In 2008, 
Zhijiang Wang et al. utilized a novel grouping calculation 
in view of a postfix tree for bunching inquiries as 
indicated by client logs. What’s more, a magic word based 
comparability operation was embraced for registering the 
closeness between the info question and groups and the 
Chinese semantic connection is furthermore considered 
inside of the similitude computation6. The work7 proposes 
a substance based proposal framework that uses the 
helpful separating procedure and positioned k-means 
bunching algorithmic standard to give the client to-client 
suggestions and then recommend new information to 
improve the community oriented sifting. Miao wan et 
al. grouped Web clients’ upheld their entrance designs. 
This methodology may catch regular client intrigues 
and manufacture client profiles for cutting edge net 
applications, similar to Web storing and pre-getting8. 
Indrajit Mukherjee et al.9 arranged partner degree way 
to deal with group clients upheld their Web use designs. 
They break down Web logs abuse information preparing 
and go up against clients with extra altered Web data. The 
Web bunching methods of Affinity Propagation (AP) and 
Streaming Affinity Propagation (StrAP)10 were connected 
to group Web clients in view of the perusing practices.

Figure 1.    System architecture.

The work in11 proposes a way to deal with Cluster Web 
clients in view of route examples of clients. The produced 
groups can catch clients with comparative hobbies with a 
superior precision. Cao Yi et al.12 outlined a framework 
to cluster the clients by their intrigues and proposed 
the investigation of the clients’ mining so as to gather 
premiums the Web skimming history. In13,  creators 
proposed a framework to group clients as far as their 
skimming hobbies on the specific page is distinguished 
as intrigued page and clustering clients from Web logs 
helps to accomplish suggestions and to customize 
administrations. In 2010, Jin Hua Xu et al.14 grouped the 
Web clients in view of conduct trademark and they give 
valuable learning to customized Web administrations.

The studies gave in17 utilized a programmed client 
division upheld the comparable client conduct on the 
online site. The client groups and their picture were 
discovered upheld the similitude. An unpleasant set 
bundle recipe18 was wont to group the fundamental 
sessions upheld the most extreme pages went by. By 
narrowing the Weblog, it diminishes the nature of the PPE 
(Prediction Pre-bringing Engine-living on intermediary 
server). A fascinating methodology of fluffy unpleasant 
estimate19 clusters the client access designs with 
comparative surf riding practices. Ling winged creature 
class et al.20 arranged a COWES structure to group 
net clients by examining basic and organic procedure 
examples shared by clients. Amid this arranged work, the 
crawler data is utilized for developing client group’s abuse 
expanded K-implies equation that is presented inside of 
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the accompanying area. The most commitment of this 
paper is to deliver security through gathering bolstered 
hobbies and transient requirements. The insurance is 
expanded any abuse keys15,16 and hill cipher.

3.  System Architecture

In the proposed system, the pre-processing of Web log 
files is done to obtain the user sessions. The user sessions 
are then clustered using enhanced K-means algorithm 
to group the users into similar groups or categories. The 
designed approach contains the two phases: Data Pre-
processing and Web user clustering.

3.1 Data Pre-Processing 
The stages of pre-processing, shown in Figure 1, which 
include data cleansing, user identification as well as their 
session identification.

Figure 2.    Before preprocessing.

3.1.1 Web Data
When the user accesses a Web page, the user will perform 
a series of clicks in that particular page. This information 
is collected for six months period which is stored as text 
documents with 50 users. Each access log entry consisted 
of: URL (Uniform Resource Locater), IP Address, Time 
Spent (Seconds), Scrolling-Speeds encountered and 
Average Speed (Pixels/Second) as shown in Figure 2. Web 
data is the input to the Data cleaning phase.

3.1.2 Data Cleaning
Superfluous records are dropped amid information 

cleaning. As the objective of Web Usage Mining (WUM) 
is to accomplish a traversal example, taking after two sorts 
of records is not required and ought to be taken out22.

3.1.2.1  The Records of Illustrations, Feature and 
Organization Data

The records with filenames additions of GIF, JPEG, CSS 
thus on can be discovered and these fields ought to be 
wiped out.

3.1.2.2  The Records with Fizzled HTTP Status 
Codes

By looking at the status field of each record in the crawler 
information set, the record with status code more than 
299 and less than 200 are took out.

3.1.3 Client Recognition 
The point of the client recognizable proof procedure is to 
figure out diverse clients from the client log data. Clients 
are recognized by their Internet Protocol (IP) addresses. 
The technique utilized for this procedure is a referrer-
based system. Client recognizable proof is troublesome 
because of the vicinity of inhabitant stores, firewalls 
and intermediary servers. To arrangement this issue, 
the WUM strategies were utilized that depend on client 
collaboration. On the other hand, it’s troublesome as a 
result of high security and protection. The accompanying 
heuristics were utilized as a part of testing the proposed 
procedure to distinguish the client: For each IP location 
speaks to one client;
•	 If the IP address is same for more logs, but the agent 

log displays a change in Web browser or Operating 
systems, the IP location represents some other user. 

•	 If there is a same IP address, browser and operating 
system, the referrer information can be considered. If 
a user requested page is indirectly accessible by a link 
from any of these pages, hence with the same IP there 
is different user23.

The clients are related to the assistance of IP location. 
Since the IP locations of clients are same, the clients’ 
searching conduct was utilized to recognize the client. 
The client conduct was recognized by utilizing the URL/
question. For this reason, the title tag of every page went 
by the client was extricated from the entrance way. Title 
labels of all pages went by the 50 clients were put away in 
the Titlelog.txt record.
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3.1.4 Session Identification
Azclient session is frequently delineated as a gathering 
of pages went by indistinguishable client at interims 
the length of one particular visit to a Webpage21. The 
objective of session recognizable proof is to separate the 
page solicitations of each client into individual sessions 
i.e. each client’s entrance design and continuous way is 
found. The most straightforward philosophy to detect a 
session is utilizing a timeout component. The timeout 
component was utilized for each and every individual 
client distinguishing proof. For this reason, the aggregate 
time spent of each client is refinement in begin time 
and end-time of client session. In the event that a client 
has invested most energy in a page then it ought to be 
accepted that they has ton of enthusiasm there in page.

The tenet concerning session recognizable proof is 
that the accompanying: 1. If there’s a substitution client, 
then there’s a substitution session. 2. In one client session, 
if the asked for page is invalid, then it’s finished that 
there’s a substitution session. 3. If the time between page 
solicitations surpasses a specific point of confinement, 
it’s expected that the client is starting another session. 
4. If asked for pages are frequently available through a 
connection from any of the chosen pages by the client, 
we tend to accept that it should be another inside of the 
session24. Once there two or more extra pages that have a 
superb connection to that in one session, then it should 
be set before the as of late gone to page.

For the session distinguishing proof calculation, the 

accompanying log record traits are chosen: IP Address, 
Time Spent, URL got to and Category. For the customer 
side log document, the aggregate time spent for every 
last client is computed from the time invested and 
this aggregate energy spent is utilized to ascertain the 
session. Here 20 minutes timeout is taken as a default 
session timeout. Figure 3 demonstrates the pre-handled 
document containing just important data.

3.2 Clustering 
Web User clustering, shown in Figure 1, involves clustering 
of user sessions obtained from pre-processing into similar 
user groups using enhanced K-means procedure.

3.2.1 Enhanced K-means Clustering 
The enhanced K-means clustering is employed to cluster 
the data into similar teams supported distance among the 
data components. Attributable to the flexibleness in cluster 
roughness, extendibility and potency it helps modeling 
Web usage knowledge for clustering based recommender 
systems. Enhanced K means suggests that clustering is a 
concept for examining the cluster that aims to partition 
n knowledge objects into k clusters during which every 
knowledge object belongs to the cluster with the closest 
mean. The improved K-means (KM) clustering may be a 
heuristic algorithmic rule that minimize total of squares 
of the gaps in all samplings for agglomeration domain 
to clustering centers to get for the minimum k number 
of grouping on the idea of major function. Enhanced 

Figure 3.    After preprocessing.
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K-means algorithmic rule takes initial mean as input.
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Every upgrade to imply that in scope of cycles makes 
those implies that closer to last implies that. Amid this 
system, improved K-implies algorithmic standard meets 
the information focuses when assortment of emphases. 
Starting implies that and last future implies that range 
connected to allocate information objects into bunches. 
At first, information items are apportioned into groups 
that have the nearest mean to them by exploitation 
introductory implies that are given to the algorithmic 
standard as data. When all learning articles are distributed 
into clusters, agglomeration proposes that are recalculated 
by exploitation the items inside of the groups. These 
recommend that protests are thought to be closer to last 
implies that in correlation with beginning ones. Next, all 
items are reassigned to clusters by exploitation new 
means.

Most likely, a few articles can move to entirely 
unexpected groups once exploitation new recommends 
that considering their groups with the past means. The 
improved K-means calculation’s operation is best than 
existing ones. The algorithmic guideline recognizes the 
clusters a perception into K bunches, where K is prepared 
as an input parameter. After that it doles out for each 
perception and groups them upheld the perception’s 
vicinity to the mean of the cluster. The group’s mean is 
then recalculated furthermore the system starts once 
more. where I(t) is cluster at time t, t1 and t2 are the start-
time and end-time of a user session separately, ||yb

(a )- ca
 ||2   is 

a picked distance (intra) measure between an information 
point yb

(a) and the cluster centre ca, is a marker of the 
separation of the n information focuses from the particular 
group focuses. The term intra is utilized to experience the 
reduction of the groups. The extent connection of base 
intracluster separation to biggest intracluster separation 
are frequently brought as Dindex

min
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index
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D
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Where, Clustermin= minimal intracluster distance, 
Clustermax= maximal intracluster distance. The process 
of implementing the enhanced K-means algorithm is 
shown in Figure 3.

3.2.2 Distance Measure 
Usually for multi-dimensional data rather than using 

Euclidean distance, better results are produced by cosine 
resemblance, because. Cosine resemblance is a measure 
of resemblance between two vectors by measuring the 
cosine of the angle between them whereas Euclidean 
distance may intercept all the objects to be of equal 
distance for high dimensional data.
•	 The cosine of 0 is 1, and less than 1 for any other di-

rection. 
•	 The cosine of the point between two vectors along 

these lines decides likeness between the vectors; con-
sider the two vectors of qualities, for instance say X 
and Y are considered. Likeness can be spoken to uti-
lizing a speck item and extent as

.
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The process of implementing the enhanced K-means 
algorithm is shown in Figure 4.

Algorithm :  Enhanced K-means Clustering Algorithm
Input :  K-number of groups, D-information set 

containing n objects 
Output :  An arrangement of K-number of groups for 

time interim [t1, t2]
Step 1:  Arbitrarily pick K objects from D as the 

starting group focuses legitimate amid [t1, t2].
repeat
Step 2:  (re)assign every item to the bunch to which 

the article is most comparative utilizing eq. 
(1), taking into account the mean estimation 
of the items in the group amid [t1, t2].

Step 3: Calculate starting means
Step 4:  Assign objects into groups by utilizing 

introductory means.
Step 5: Calculate Dindex.
              If Dindex < Min during [t1, t2].
Do-while
              Objects  continue to another groups
Step 6:  Re-figure method for bunches by utilizing 

items having a place with them for [t1, t2].
Step 7:  Depute the articles into groups by utilizing 

computed means for the time length of time.
until no change
 Step 8: Compute intra-cluster distance using eq. (2).
 Step 9:  If the new intra-bunch separation< old_intra_

cluster separation and new_intercluster>old_
inter_cluster distance, calculate the 
intracluster mean for [t1, t2].

Figure 4.    Enhanced K-means clustering algorithm.
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3.2.3  User Clustering using Enhanced K- means 
Algorithm

User grouping is the cognitive process for grouping users 
into a predefined set of categories based on their similarity 
in categories. For this purpose, k means algorithm is used. 
Figure 5 shows the clustering of users with categories. 
We take ten categories namely Education, Sports, 
Engineering, Computer, Entertainment, News, Travel, 
Finance, Music and Others. User1 (U1) and User32 (U32) 
come under the category EDUCATION. Similarly other 
users are grouped into respective categories.

3.2.4 Hill Cipher Algorithm

The communication between the various user cluster 
groups is made secure by employing encryption using hill 
cipher algorithm. Algorithm representation of the Hill-
cipher encryption and decryption is shown in Figures 6 
and 7 respectively.

By ensuring safe communication between the user 
groups based clusters, Web and browsing data leaks can 
be prevented thus eliminating security threat and privacy 
concern.

Figure 6.    Hill Cipher Encryption Code.

Figure 5.    User clustering using Enhanced K-means.
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Figure 7.    Hill Cipher Decryption Code.

4.  Discussion

Information grouping is one of the broad KDD 
procedures, which is increases significance in 
streamlining examination as it were. In the previous 
years, different enhancement procedures were utilized 
to enhance different part of breaking down bunches to 
accomplish ideal results. A log file was collected for a six 

months period which was stored as text documents with 
50 users. The searched path of users was compared with 
ODP (Open Directory Project) Taxonomy. The root word 
(category name) of the path was extracted and the users 
were clustered under the corresponding category. The 
user interest as well as their temporal session time based 
dynamic user clusters are shown in Figure 8.

5.  Conclusion

In this paper temporal based clustering analysis is 
proposed to group Web users into identical clusters 
based on their browsing behaviors during a specific time 
interval. The process cannot be performed unless Web 
Usage Mining data is passed through sophisticated pre-
processing steps. The pre-processing steps include Data 
Cleansing, User Identification and Session Identification. 
Thus the pre-processed Web usage data is clustered using 
enhanced K-means intelligence based optimization 
approach called Enhanced K-means clustering algorithm. 
Hence providing the contribution of intelligent based 
clustering in developing intelligent security systems with 
the help of ODP. 

Figure 8.    User grouping based on their Interest.
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